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SECTICN I. 

GENERAL 

Paragraph 

Introductory remarks concerning transposition ciphers ••••• l 
Basic mechanism of transposition ciphers.................. 2 
Monophase nnd polyphaso 3 

1. Introductory concerning transposition ciphers. - !: 

As stated in a previous text, transposition ciphers are roughly 

analogous to "Jig-saw puzzles" in that all the pieces of which the 

original is composed are present but are merely The 

pieces into which the picture forming the basis of _a Jig-saw puzzle 

may be divided are usually quite irregular in size and shape, the 

greater the amount of irregu.larity, as a rule, the greater the dit-

ficulty in reassembling the pieces in proper order. In this respect, 

too, transposition ciphers are analogous to jig-snv1 puzzles, for 

the greater the fJJnount cf distortion to which the plaln text is 

subjected in the transposition process, the morn difficult becomes 

the solution. 

b. In jig-saw puzzles there is usually no regularity about 

the size of the individual pieces into which the original picture 

has been cut, and this feature, of course, mateI•ially contributes 

to the difficulty in reconstructing tho picture. There arc, to be 

sure, limits (dictated by considerations of practicability) which 

sorve to pieces being too small, for then they 

would bocome umnanagcable; on tho other hand, theru are also 

limits which must be observed to the ina.gnitude of the 
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.. .,. - -
· pieces, for if they are made too large the puzzle becomes too easy 

to solve. These features of jig-saw puzzles also have their 

analogies in tranaposit1on methods. In the latter, if the textual 

to be subjected to transposition are made quite large, say 

entire sentences, the difficulties a cryptaDalyst will have in re-
! 

constructing the text are practically nil; on the other hand, if 

these textual units are made quite small, even smaller than single 

lctters1 , then the reconst;ruction of the text by a 

cryptanalyst often becomes a very difficult matter. In between 
. 

these two extremes there may bo va::.·1ous degrees of frasmentation, 

limited only by considerations of ?racticability. 

c. It is fortunate, however, thnt the cryptanalyst does not, 

as a rulo, have to contend w1 tl1 problems in which the size of the 

textual units varies within tho same message, as is the case in Jig-

saw puzzles. It ia pr.rhaps possiblo to devise a transposition 

system in which the text is divided up in such a manner that entire ' . 
sentences, whole words, syllables. individual letters, and fractions 

ot letters form the units for transposition; but lt is not difficult 

to imagine how impractical such a scheme would be tor regular com-

munication 1 and it may be takon tor granted that such irregul.a:t"ity 

in sizo ot textual units will not be encountered in such communication. 
'• 

d. The days when the si.111.i,.le of' word or trans-

position were sufficient-tor military purpo3es have long since 

'"· 

1Roference is to so-called fractionating systoms. See 

Special Text No. 166, Advanced Military Cryptogra;phy, Sect. XI. 
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passed by, and it is hardly to be e:xpeci;ed that cryptograms of such 

ineffectual nai;ure wiJ.J be encountered in the ntili tary communications 

of' even the SJll.a.ller armies of today. HoweYer, in time of' emergency, 

when a counter-espionage censorship is exercised over internal com-

munications, it is possible that isolated instances of simple 

transposition may be encountered. The solution of such caaes 

present no difficulties, unless numerous code names and nulls are 

also usad in the cryptograms. Me.re oxperimentation with the crnto-

gl'ams, trying various sizes of' Toctangles, will usually disclose the 

secret text. If code names are usod and the context gives no clue 

to the identity of' the persons or places applicable, it may be 

necesso.ry to wait until additional messases become available, or, 

lacking such a possibility, there is usually sufficient justification, 

under the exigencies of war, to com;iol the corracpondents to reveal 

tho meaning of' those code names. 

e. Although transposition ciphers, as a general rulu, are 

much less complex in thair mechanics than arc substitution ciphers, 

the cryptanalyst usually cxpariances a reeling of distnste and dismay 

) when con1'ronted with unknown ci:phora of this category. There ara 

several reasons tor his aisliko for them. In the first 

although transposition ciphers are admittedly lose intricate than 

substitution cipl1ors, as a general rule there are not 21ea1·ly so many 

cryptanalytic tools and "tricks" to be used in the solution of tho 

former as there are in the lnttor, and therefore the montal st1nulus 

and satisfaction which the cryptanc.lyst derives and regards 

as part of the reward for his labor in solving a cipher is often 
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missing in the case transposition ciphers. In the second place, 

despite their lack'of complexity, solution of 

ciphers often involves a tremendous amount of time and labor most of 

which commonly turns out -to be fruitless experimentation. Thirdly, in 

modern military communication transposition methods are usually not 

employed alone but in conjunction with substitution methods -- and 

then the problems may become difficult indeed, tor usually before the 

substitution can be solved it is necessary to uncover the substitutive 

text by first removing the tra.nsposi tion. Finally 1 in working vii th 
' I 

-tranoposi tion ciphers a n1uch higher degree of accuracy in mere 

mechanical operations is th!ln in working with substitution 

ciphers, becouso the accidental omission or addition of a single 

letter vrill usually necessitate rewrittng entire messages and start-

ing afresh. Thus, this sort of work calls for a constant state of 

concentrated attentioL., with its resultin::; ot.::.1.o of mento.l. tension, 

which takes its toll in mental wear and toar. 

2. Basic or trensposition ciphers. - a. 

all transposition ciphers iilvol ve le!l.st two processes: ( l} ·writing 

the plain-text units (usually single letters) within a 
regular or irregular two-dimenstonal dcsisn, 1 in such a prearn:inged 

I I 

that the said units distributed regulnrly or irregularly 

throughout the varioua Jolls or 'subsoctions of design; (2) re-

moving the plain-text units from the design ln such a prearranged 

manner as to cliange the original sequence in \vhich they followed one 

another in the plain text, thus p.1."0ducing cipher t'oxt. Since the 

first process of inscribing tho text within tile design, it is 
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technically refarred to as the process of inscripr.ion; and since the 

second process consists of the text from the design, it 

is technically referred to that of transcription. Either or both 

processes may be repetitive, by prearrangement of course, in which 

case the intermediate steps may be referred as processes of 

rescription, or rescript1ve processes • 

b. It is hardly necessary at this point to give the student any 

indications as to how to differentiate a transposition from a sub-

stitution It a review is nocessary, however, he is referred 

to Section IV of Military Cryptanalysis, Part I. 

3. Monophnse and transposition. - a. As may be 

inferred from the forogo1ng dofinitions, when a tI'B.nsposition system 

involvds but a single process of inscription, followed by a single 

process of transcription, the systmn. may be referred to as monophase 

transposition, c01mnonly called sing].o transposition. When one or more 

processes intervene between tho original inscription and 

the final transcription the system may be referred to as polyphaae 

transuosition. As a general rule, the solution of the latter typo 

is much more difficult than the former, especially whon tho trans-

positions are theoretically correct in principle. 

b. July system which is suited tor monophasa transposition 1s 

also uoually suited for polyphase transposition, the processes of 

inscription, roscrjption and transcription being accomplished with 

the samo or with different koys. 

- 5 -
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SECTION V 

' SPECIAL SOLUTIONS FOR TRANSPOSITION CIPHERS 
Paragraph 

Solution when the beginning or end of the plain text is known • • • • 20 
The case of an 01nitted column•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 21 
The case of an interchanged pair of columns •••••••••••••••••••••• 22 
Messages with similar beginnings ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 23 
Messages with similar endings •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 24 
The solution or a single message containing a long repetition •••• 25 
Solution when several cryptograms of identical length and in 
the same are available •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 26 

Recovery of the transposition key •• 27 
Special cases of solution of double transposition ciphers •••••••• 28 
Concluding rem.arks on transposition methods •••••••••••••••••••••• 29 

20. Solution when the beginning or end of the plain text is 

known. - !.· It often happens, when correspondents have i'u.llen into 

the bad habit of sending stereotyped communications, that the begin-

nings or the ends ot messages become so fixed in their f'o:rm and content 

that the enemy can with a fair degree of certainty guess what these will 

be in specific cases. If so, a quick solution can be reached and the 

key reconstructed for one message, and this will of' course enable hiln 

to read all other messages in the same key. This is particularly true 
. 

or SlDlple keyed columnar transposition ciphers. It is only necessary 

cryptanalyst cut the text up in such a manner as to bring 

the letters composing the assmpd text all within the same row or rows 
..... - " -

of the transposition rectangle. 

!!..• Suppose that. the;,.enem.y is addicted to the 1ntroductol"1 ex-

pression REFERRmG TO YOUR NtDmER. ' Here is a cryptogrom ass uned to . . 
begin with this phrase: 
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ERNIN 
OIEGE 
PAUOO 
HTEPB 

TUSFS 
DirOPN 
S S S C I 
NBTNE 

DRYEP 
CHLFU 
ONRRE 
AEETA 

BRCFT 
E S E P Q. 
OVOEY 

.£.• .A:seuming that previous experience has indicated that the enemy 
, 

uses keys varying 10 to 20 letters in length, the arrangement of 

the letters in the tops of colunns under a key length. of 10 would be 

e.s shown in Fig. 20. 

123456789:1): 
REFERRINGT 
OYOURNUMBE 
R 

FIGURE 20. 

The 1st group of the cryptogram begins with I M. The arrangement shown 

above gives I U as the top of a column: hence a key length of 10 is not 

correct. A key length of 11 is -then tried. 

123456789Dll 
REFERRINGTO 
Y 0 U R .N U-M B E R 

FIGURE 21. 

Bare a column is headed by I M, so that this is a possible arrangement. 

If the width of the rectangle is 11, its outlines are as shown in Fig. 

22. There are 5 col\DllllS of 11 letters and 6 columns of 10 letters. The 

R E F E R'R ING 1r 0 
y 0 u R N l.l M B E R 

:; 
I 

FIGURE 22. 
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text can now be marked off into sections of' proper lengths and, more-

over,- guided by the letters which must be at the heads ot columns, 

the text can be inscribed in the rectangle in key order. For example, 

column l must end with the 2d group, R M G R N; column 2 therefore 

begins with E R. There is only one possibility, viz, the 4th column. 

This is a long column, and must therefore have 11 letters, making 

column 3 begin with R Y. This definitely fixes the position of the 

number 3 in the key, and so on. The solution is reached after only a 

very 1"ew moments and is as shown in Fig. 23. 

3962471Jl5D8 
REFERRINGTO 
YOURNUMBERS 
E V E :H W II A T D I S 
POSITIONHAS 
BEENMADEOFC 
RYPTOGRAPHI 
CEQ.UIPMENTO 
FMESSAGECEN 
TERFOURTHPR 
OVISIONALBR 
I GADE 

FIGURE 23. 

in the C?"JPtogram. 

d. The same general p1•1nc1ples, 

modif'iod to suit tho circumstances, 

may be followed in the case involving 

known or suspected endings of messages. 

The probable words are written out 

according to various assumed key lengths 

and the superimposed letters falling 

at the bottoms of columns are sought 

21. The cuse of' an omitted col\Dl'm. - !.• Sometimes a very care-

less clerk am.its a column in trBllScribi:ng tho text from the enciphering 

rectangle and fails to chock the nmnbar of letters in the final crypto-

gram. Obviously such a cryptogram will be difficult it not impossible 

to decipher at the other ond, and a repetition is requested and sent. 

If' now the identical plain text is enciphered correctly, two crypto-

grams are at hand'. tor comparison. This will disclose the length of 

one column, which can be asSlDl'l.ed to be either a long one or a short one. 
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The position, in the correot cryptogram, ot the column omitted from 

the incorrect one will often a:rtord direct clues as to the exact 

dimensions of the enciphering rectangle. For example, suppose the 

cryptogram in Par. 20b had first been transmitted as follows: 

IMAOD 
IE GED 
AUOOS 
TEPBN 

RMGRN 
HOPNC 
SSC IO 
BTNEA 

RYEPB 
HLFUE 
N RR E O_ 
EETA 

RCFTO 
SEPQE 
V 0 E'Y E 

I RN WT 
RIARU 
MEVGT 

:M 0 I S O 
HIAGP 
RIAFH 

E_. The column which waa om.1 tted is E R N I N T U S F S D, and 

falls between columns l and 3. Since the omitted column contains 11 

letters and column l contains 10, the dimensions of the rectangle 

immediately become known. Thus, uncertainties as to the dimensions ot 

the rectangle are dissolved and a large step in the solution taken. 

Also, the general positioISof columns 1 and 2 are now known, since the 

former is n short one, the lattei"a long one. 

22. The case of' an interchanged pair o:r columns. - .!.· The_ keying 

element in the case of' columnar transposition is simply a practical 

means of' controlling the order in which the columns oi' the enciphering 

rectangle aro transcribed in forming the cipher text. Commonly this 

numerical key is derived from a literal key. Suppose that a crypto-

graphic clerk makes a mistake in the latter step. For suppose 

that the literal key is AIXIRATION and that as a result or a slight 

relaxation in attention he assigns the number 5 to the letter N and 

tho nur.iber 6 to the letter M. A pair of columns will become interchanged 

as regards their order of selection in the transcription process, and 

likely as not a repetition will be requested by the addressee. If' a 
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second version is sent, enciphered by the correct key, a comparison ot 

the two versions will disclose the width of the enciphering rectangle 

and possibly the general position (left or right) of the columns that 

were interchanged • 

.!?.• An example will serve to make the matter clear. Assmne the two 

cryptograms to bo as follows: 

ODNIL 
IN ENE 
0 0 c 0 0 

ODNIL 
UEHRW 
0 0 c 0 0 

NTTHD 
NFUEH 
R 0 GI 0 

FIRST VERSION 

GSOHA 
RWRRI 
s 

0 O Q S G 
RAT PE 

SECOh'D VERSION 

:tlTTHD 
RPS IN 
R 0 GI 0 

GSOHA OOQSG 
ENERI RATPE 
s 

TERPS 
DE TAN 

TERNF 
DE TAN 

.£.• The two cryptograms are superJJD.posed as shown in Fig. 24 and 

their points of similarity and difference noted. 

1st version • • 0 D N I L N T T H D G S 0 H A O 0 Q S G 'l' E R if S I N E N i) 
2l1d vl:Jrsion • • 0 D N I L N T T H D G S 0 H A 0 0 Q S G T E R (Ii F U E li R W, 

1st· version •• {j F U E H R W ID R I R A T P E D E T A N O 0 C O O R O G t O f 
2nd version •• !j P S I N E N R I R A T P E D E T A N O 0 C 0 O R 0 G I 0 f. 

.!• The t,10 versions are alike except for a pair of lnterchanged 

sequences; the bracketed sequence P S I N E N E in the lst version is 

matched by tho same sequence in the 2d version, but at a different 

position in tho 1nessage; likewise the brackoted sequence N F U E H R W R 

in the 1st version is matched by a similar sequence in the 2d version, 

but at a different in the The various deductions 

which can be made from tho situation wtll now bo set forth. 
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!.• One ot these sequences contains 7 letters, the contains 
I s. It follows that the columns of the enci:phering rectangl.o are 

probabl7 7 and 8 letters in length; hence, with 61 letters, the width 

ot rectangle is 8. Since there are 23 letters from the beginning ot 

the messages to the first their dittorence, it follow3 that 

there are 2 columns of 8 letters and 1 column of 7 letters involved 

in this soc ti on [( 2 x 8) ( 1 7) : 2JI 1 and that tho error mado in 

encipherment doos not involve columns ll 2, or 3, which are therefore 

properly placed in the lat varsion. Since the sequonces which are 

intorchanged aro consecutive in tho text it moans that the numbers 4 

and S were interchanged in the key tor the lat version. Since one of 

these soquencas is ot 7 lettors 1 the other of 8 letters, one of the 

numbers, 4 or 51 applies to a long column, the other, to a short column. 

Since the 2d vars1on is presumably the correat version, and sinco in 

the 2d -version the a-letter sequence comos first,. the key number 4 
' applies to a long column, tho n\D'llbor 51 to a short column in the 

correct version. With the toregoi:ng deductions in mind. the solution 

and the reconst1"Uction ot the numeric.al. koy bocomes a simple matter. 

!.• The text of the correct version is writtep as saon in 

Fig. 25!.· Seeing a Q in column 3 and a U in column 4, these two columns 

are made adjacent by sliding column 3 one intorval downward, as ehown 

in Fig. 25b. In the latter, column 7 has also been placod to the right 

ot column 5, because it yields good trigraphs with columns 3-4. Seeing 

the trigraph T R O near tho bottom of columns 3-4-5 and the letters 

O and P in the samo row, suggests the 't'VOrd TROOP. The columns are to 

be roarranged to mako this word TROOP. Thora aro two columns which have 
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a c 

t 0 d 0 
OHONPREO 
DDQFSITR 
NGSUIRAO 
ISGENANG 
LOTHETOI 
:ti H E R N P 0 0 
TAR,YEECS 
TO R DO 

a -
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12345678 
c 

d 0 
OTANERPO 
DHOFTISR 
NDQUARIO 
IGSENANG 
LSGHOTEI 
NOTROPNO 
THEWCEES 
T RROD 

b -

3 4 5 2 6 
ONETR 
OFTHI 
QUADR 
SE NGA 
GHOS'l' 
TROOP 
EWCHE 
RRO D 

c 

FIGURE 25. 

34726815 
ONETROOP 
OFTHIRDS 
Q.UADRONI 
SENGAGIN 
GHOST ILE 
TROOPONN 
EYICHESTE 
RROAD 

d 

an O in the proper row, coll.DllJl.B 2 and 8. The trial of combination 

3-4-5-8-6, while producing TROOP in the proper row, gives bad penta-

graphs in the other rQws; but the combination 3-4-S-2-6 shows excellent 

pentagrnphs, as will be seen in Fig. 25c. The words SQ.UADRON and . -
HOSTILE are clearly evident; the completion of the rectangle is now a 

very simple matter, The result is sho'\m in Fig. 2,5d. The recovery ot 

the numerical key now tdll enable other cryptograms to be read directly • . 
23. :t4essagos \'fith similar beginnings. - !.• In military corre-

spondence it is often the case that somowhat similar or 

information must be conveyed by a superior commander to several sub-

ordinato cmnmand.ers simultaneously. Such· a situation frequently ro-

sults in the circumstance that two or more cryptograms addressed to 
' 

different stations will begin with a:xactly the same words. When simple 

columnar transposition is the system used tor encipherment, then it 

will result, in such cases as the ?orJgoing, that tho first two or more 

rovm of the transposition rectangle will bo identical in tho messages 

which begin alike. Therefore, the cryptograms will show identical 

sequences of two or more letters, distributed throughout the texts and 
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by studying these identities the cryptnnelyst is able at once not o.nly 

to ascertain the width of the rectangle but also to divide up the cipher 

text into sections corresponding.with the exact columns of the rectangle, 
-thus eliminating the onl7 real difficulty in solution, viz, the deter-

mination C't \'lhich are the long columns 1 which the short. _ An example 

will demonstrate the short cut to solution which ouch a situation 

provides. 

b. Here are two cryptograms which are assumed to have been 

cepted within a minutes of each other, the messages being addressed 

to two battalion by the regimental cOJ11mander. 

CRYPl'OGRAM l 

BNTSE ARK CL CETT1': BI'!' ER ROTAE LTNNO NNENO 
O T 0 K !4 SZTGN YI'IDK LANAE FTFSN PGMPA RWOlA 
OFGTF CTOTD 1'1 I N 0 E WXERF .A S L 0 S TIDRR R M. M A 0 
AR PAT 0 0 TI 0 BIEOA G A A i' N EIK 

Ci\iPTOGRAM 2 

BNTSE I N D 0 T LCETS Al!'PJ .. E RR O J,f O IS 0 EN NONST 
I I UT 0 KM FEY KPCYI TDVSI NTAEF TFS TO I.;Tl;rAR 
WO ARO EEK'l'F CTTLT AEA.L'i0 EWXPV T I T I 0 STTTF 
OCMMA 0 0 SC A NROUT I E :E f, S OAGAA ABITR T 

c. The cryptanalyst noy, caref'ullj compares the two texts, Looking 

f'or identical sequences of letters between the cryptograms. For example, 

No. l begins with B N T S E and so does No. 2; after an interval of 4 · 

letters in No. l and 5 letters in No. 2 he notes the identical sequences 

L C E T; aftor an intorval of 5 lettars in No. 1 and 5 letters in No. 2 

he notes the identical sequep.ces E R R O, and ao on. '!'he identities 

are or marked in sO.!llc distinctive ma.Illlor through.out tho 

texts, as shown in Fig. 26. 
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Cir.iPl'OGRAM 1 

ARKC(!; CE !]TN R RQ}'i1AE N 0 

of! OK¥.} SZTGN LAN/j.E FT F ijN P G N Pfe. RWQJIA 

0 F Gi! F C t)o TD N Iffi 0 E \&l !)ER F A sfi O S ifIDRR Re{ MA oj 
ARP.A.'T ff> UT :f)o B I E of}_ GA A P)N EIK 

CRYPrOGRAM 2 

(BNTS:ij IN'DOT fi. C E 't)s AF? L(E RR 0 IS 0 E@ NO 

I I U(l' 0 K 14}F E Y KPCf!I T filv 5 I :-;rTfjlEF T F 0 R 

W QjA R 0 EE K{T F C i)T !. T A E AU1 0 E \\ :ijP V T I Tfi 0 S T]T T F 

0 c(!I MA :trRlf>UT ijE ELS oljl GA ij ABITR T 

l!'IGURE 26. 

d. Now it is obvious that these identities exist because the two 

messages begin alike, and by taking advantage of the identical portions 

in the cryptograms iT. will be possible to transcribe the texts of the 

latter into transposition rectangles wnich shall not only have the 

identical portions in homologous posit1ons, but also shall show which 

are long colunulB, which are short. All that JS necessary is to begin 

transcribing the texts on cross-section paper, in columns, arranging 

matters so that the identical sequences will fall at the tops of the 

columns. Thus, the lat column of No. l will contain the letters 

B N T S E A R K C and the 1st column of No. 2 will contain the letters 

B N T S E I N D O T; the 2d column of No. 1 will contain lotters 

L C E T T N B I T and the 2d column of No. 2 will contain the letters 

L C E T S A F P L1 and so on. It appears that the identical portion 

embraces the first four rows of the rectangle and runs over a number of\ 
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letters an the 5th row. This is because vhe identical sequences con-

sist or 4 and 5 letters. Fig. 27!.rehows the identities between the 1st 

5 columns o:t the two transposition rectangles. Only once in the case 

1 
BL ENT 

TEROK 
S T 0 N M 
ETTNS 
ANAEZ 
RBENT 
KI LOG 
C'I.1 TON 

2 
BLENT 
NCRNO 
TEROK 
S T O N 14 
ESMSF 
I AO-TE 
NFIIY 
DPSIK 
OLOUP 
T E ·C 

FIGURE 27!.• 

ot this particular example does B.Jl1' 

arise as to exactly where 

an identical sequence begins or ends, 

and that is in connection with the 7th 

pair of involving the 

Sj'ries of letters A E -F T F S N P G N P 

in No. 1, and A E F T F S T O N T N in 

No. 2. These sequences contain 6 identical letters, but oven here the 

uncortaintr is ot only a moment's duration: the injtial letter A does 

not belong to the identical portions at the top or the transposition 

rectangle because tho A's are needed to complote columns 6 in both 

rectangles. (If the A were placed at the head of column 7 in No. 1, 

then column-6 would lack a letter at the bottom.) Cases of. "accidental 

identities" or courso complicate the process of cutting up the text . 
into the respective columns, but they only serve to add a s.'D.811 degree 

of interest to·what would otherwise be a purely cut and dried process. 

The final results of the transcription into columns sholm. in Fig. 

!.• It is clear from a comparison of these two transposit;on 

rectangles, and a consideration of the that the long columns must - - . 
of necessity go to the left side, that vhe numbers 7 and 10 occupy the 

first two positions in the and that the numbers 2, 4, 11, and 13 

occupy the last tour positions in the key. ,By segregating and anagramming 
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l 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 D ll J213 l4 
BLENTYEATMIMOA 
NCRNOIFRFOOMUG 
TEROKTTWCESATA 
STONMDFOTWTOIA 
ETTNSKSIOXIAOP 
ANAEZLNATEDRBN 
RBENTAPODRRPIE 
KILOGNGFNFRAEI 
CTTONANGIARTOK 

p s 

2 

12 3 4 5 6 7 s 9 JOlll2l3J4 
BLENTYEATNI:MOA 
NCRNOJFRFOO?t1UG 
TEROK'l'T\fCESATA 
STONMDFOT\'iTOIA 
ESMSF-VSATXTOEA 
IAOTESTRLPTSEB 
NFIIYIOOTVFCLI 
DPSIKNNEATOAST 
0 L O U P T T E E I C 1'1 0 R 
T E CANKAT R T 

FIGURE 27,E.. 

l. 2. 

'f'lO •••••••• . • ••••••• 
EN •••••••• LION EN • ••••••• LION 
FO ........ COUN FO • ••••••• COUN 
TE •••••••• ESTO TE • ••••••• ESTO 
FW •••••••• TTIN F \'I • ••••••• TTIN 
sx ........ TION sx • ••••••• STES 
NE •••••••• NDBE TP . ....... ATET 
PR •••••••• BRIH ov . ....... F.Ji'LI 
GF •••••••• IRE 0 NT . ....... PO SI 
NA ........ TROO TI • ••••••• LCOU 
PS ........ NT 

I 

FIGURE 27£.• 

columns 7 and 10 as one group, and columns 2, 4, 11, and 13 as another 
I 

group, the exact positions occupied by these 6 columns are easily as-

certained, as shown in Fig. 27£,• 

!• The rmaining columns 1, 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, and 14 tom a 

third group ot columns to be anagrammed, but this is rather easy now 

that the columns on either side are fixed. The completed rectangles ' 

are shown in Fig. 27!• 

24. Messages with s1m118.l' endings. - .!· What ha.s oeen said at 

the begimiing a.t the p1•eceding paragraph with respect to the nature of 

military correspondence and the prGsence of identical phraseology in 
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1. 

J-lC>-;tl2-6il-4-9··5-fl-2-ll-:e-4 
ENE:MYBATTALIOM 
FORMINGFOR.COUN 
TE.RAT T A·C KW E fl T 0 
F W 0 0 D s-A T M 0 T T I N 
SX'l'AKEPOSITION 
NEARLAMTZANDBE 
PREPAREDTOBRIN 
GFLANKINGFIREO 
NATTACKINGTROO 
PS 

2. 

?-D-;ti.2-6ll-4-9-5-B-23l-J3-4 
ENEMYDATTALION 
FOrtMINGFORCOUN 
TERA'rTACKl'l;.;:STO 
FWQODSATMOTTIN 
SXMOVEATFASTES 
TPOSSIBLERATET 
OVICINITYOllFLI 

TIONTOREPELCOU 
?iTERATTACK 

FIGURE 27d. - -
the messages sent by a au,parior commander to his subord1nntes also 

operates to produce messages in whioh the ondings are ide11tical. It 

has been noted that ,,men two messages w1 th similar beginm.ngs are 

available for the reconstruction cf the transposition 

rectangles and the recovel"'J of the transposition key is an aasy matter. 

It v.rill now be shown that solution is l:1ll even n1atter when two 

meusagas having identical end!r.gs are availablo for study. 

b. Given the following two CI""JPtograms: 

No. 1. 

ETRTE EESOA AEUNI VAFLN IAI.!ND IlYHRV MENRI 
EETRO UDCCC OHTCY MRREA RHITN DEYEN RN ERV 
SRBEN lGSKA NFNAD ALO LT XOMAH RRREI 

No. 2. 

TLVSX OPNR:E J!EFDS KYENR UEERB TSREli TIA?lT 
IVYMR VESIR EEUEI N-OLTM. NNEDE TROOP UNARA 
CIAAI NSCWN A 

The Cl";ptanalyst now caratully compares the tl'ITO texts, searching 

identical sequences of letters, but in this case instead of trying to 

locate identities in w:bat may bo termed a parallel progriJSsion (as in the 

preceding caso) he searches for identical sequences of t\ro or more letters 
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appearing in both messages. P'or example, in the present case, he 

notes the sequence T R 0 forming the final trigraph of the 8th group or 
No. 1 and finds a similar sequence forming the initial trigraph of 

the 13th group of No. 2. Going through both cryptograms in this way, 
' all the identities are marked off in same fashion, by colored crayon or 

by brackets, as shown below. In this search for identities the crypt-
I 

analyst bears in mind that whon all have been found they should be 

dist1·ibuted at quite regular intervals throughout the text. For exempla, 

noto in the following that the identities in No. 1 tall at intervals 

ot 6 letters, with one exception; in No. 2 they fall at intervals of 4 

letters, with one exception. The intorve.ls between identitios serve as 

a guide in f'tnding .Afte1· thoy have all been located, the 

identities in the cryptograms are numbered serially • 

No. 1 

. 1 2 3 4 
E 1' R T E E f!}o A A EU NjJ f)A F I. N I Ai! :tDn R Y H R V @ E}N R I 

5 ·6 7 - 8 !) E ECT R UDCCC o\iirijcy MRRE(! i!}HITN D EJ! EN RN ERV 

9 10 ll 12 13 
s@filEN ijLNRA N Flli jJ D ALO LT 

No. 2 

1 2 3 4 5 
T L v s lj: q]P N R E [!I E]F D s K ri E lf]R u E E fu T s R E tjr A N T 

6 7 8 9 D ll f! ilY M R V (!: S)I R E E Ni l] N 0 L T N) E D E Jj:i R 0 P U N l! i!)A 

J2 13 
CIA(A:{l 1f} 
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c. The numbers above the identities may now be used to draw up a 

table of equivalencies of identities. For insi;ance, identity 1 in 

cryptogram 1 matches identity 7 in cryptogram 2; identity 2 in crypto-

gram 1 matches identity 6 in 2, and so on. Thus: 

Cryptogram 1 
Cryptogram 2 

... 
••• 

1-2-3-4--5-6--7-8-9-10-11-12-13 
7-6-9-2-10-5-11-3-4-12-13--1--s 

d. Now cryptogram 1 has 105 since the key of 

13 numbers (indicated b'-/ the 13 identities) 1 the for crypto-

gram 1 contains 12 co+µmns cf 8 letters and 1 colwnn or 9 letters. 

Crypto6Trun 2 has Sl and its contains 10 columns of 6 

letters and 3 of 7 lcttors. The roctanglu of cryptogram 1 has 

but 1 long colurin, whereas that of cryptogrmn 2 .!.las .3 long columns. 

Relative to the position tho last lotter in each rectangle occupies in 

the last row of tho rc.::tanglc, it _i,s obvious thai; tha last. letter of tho 

ructanglo for cryptogram 2 is 2 letears in odvancc of the last lotter of 

tho roctanglo for cr.r.ptogrein 1. Using tl':.ia d:!..fi'cronce, viz, 2, a 

cyclic scqu.:mco is gonorutcd from the s.Jri..:ir.; of aquivaloncies €;iven 

above. Tr.us, thu equivalent of 1 of cr1ptogram 1 is identity 

7 of cryptogram 2, and the number 7 is placed two intervals to tho 

ri6llt of thl.) number 1; tho cqui valont of idonti ty 7 of cr-.fptograr.1 1 is 

identity il of CryJitogram 21 and tho ll is placed two intervals 

to the right of nur.lbor 71 .ind so on until the following sequence is 

obtained: 

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10-11-12-13 
1- 7- 11- 13- 8- .3- 9 

£• oquivnlont of identity 9 of cryptogrrun 1 ia identity 4 of 

cryptogram 2, -:nd tho number 4 is pb.cud between i;ha mmbors 1 and 7 in 
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this sequence, f'or the sequence may be regaried as pn.rtaking of the 

nature of o. cycle or a contn1uous series. F1•0J11. this point en, the 

process is the sc.'lle as before, :ind finally the f'ollovung is obt&ined: 

1--2--3--4---5--6---7--s---9--10--11--12--13 
1--4--7--2--11--6--13--5--8--10---3--12---9 

f. After little oxporiment it becomes obvious that column S 

belongs on the extreme loft and that tha key is 

8-10-3-12-9-1-4-7-2-11-6-13-5. The completely deciphored messages are 

shown in Fig. 28. 

. 

s-10-3-12-9-1-4-7-2-n-6-13-5 
HEADREDCOLUMN 
INFA1lTRYANDAR 
TILLERYMARCHI 
NGNORTIIREACHE 
DSILVERRU:t-TCRE 

,E K A T S E V E N F 0 R T 
YAMXREMAINHER 
EINOBSERVATIO 
N 

FIGUP..E 28 • 

-?-2-ll- 6-i)- 5 
INFANTRYPOINT 
REDCOLUM:UPASS 
EDSILVERRUNCR 
EEKATSEVENTWE 
NTYAMXREMAINH 

I 0 N 

!.• The possibility of the rapid solution of columnar transposition 

ciphers by moans of method of' similar bJginnings and endings, 

constitutes one of tho moat sarious to the uec of' trnnsposition 
( 

ciphers in military cryptogra.phy, because it is aJ.most impossible to 

avoid such ca.sos whare many messages must bo sont in the same key each 

day. 
. 

25. Solution or a single containing a long repetition. -

a. Sometimes a. lengthy I•l-:.raso or o Ehlr.Los of' n.Ulllbors ( apelled out in 

letters) is within a message and if tho mesaage is enciphered 

by a transposition rect!!llglo o! such IlC.rrow width (in comparison with 

the length or the repoti ti.on) that the ropeated portion forms 1de11tical 
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I SECTION VIII 

SOLUTION OF THE ADFGVX SYSTEM 
Paragraph 

Introductory remarks 
Special solution by means of identical endings ••••••••••• 
Special solution by means of beginnings 
Special the exact factor method •••••••••••••• 
General solutjon tor the ADFGYX system ••••••••••••••••••• 
Basic principles of the general solution ••••••••••••••••• 
Illustration of solution••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

,.3:z , 3t1"· 
39 
40 
41. 
42 
43 

37. Introductory remarks. -- a. One ot the most interesting and -
practical or the many methods in which substitution and transposition are 

combined w1 thin a single system is known in tho literature as the 

ADFGVX cipher.1 In this a 36-character 

checkerboard is employed, in the cells of which the 26 letters ot the 

alphabet and the 10 digits are distributed in mixed order, often ac-

cording to some keyword. Tho row and column indicators (coordinates) 

are the letters ADFGVX, and taken in pairs the latter are used as 

substitutes tor the letters or the plain text. These subs_titutive 
. . 

pairs are then inscribed within a rectangle and a columnar transposition 

takes place, according to a mmierical key. The cipher text consists 
- ' then merely Of the 6 letters A, D, F, G, V, and X • .. -

b. The .ADFGVX cipher system was inaugurated on the· Western Front - ' ' 
' -by the German Army on March 1, 19181 tor communication between higher 

headquarters, principally between headquarters ot divisions and corps. 

When first instituted on March l, 19181 the checkerboard consisted of 

25 cells, tor a 25-letter German alphabet (J was omitted), and the 5 

1special Text No. 1661 Advanced Military Cmtogra.Phy1 ·sec. n. .. 
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letters A, D, F, G, and X used as coordinates. On June 1 the letter V 

was added, the checkerboard having been enlarged to 36 cells, to take 

care ot a 26-letter alphabet plus the 10 digits. Transposition keys . 
rallged :f'rom 15 to 22 numbers (inclusive) and both the checkerboard and 

the transposition key were chtalged daily. The Jllllllber ot messages in 

this system varied from 25 a day upon the inception ot the system. to as 

many as 150 per day, during the last days ot May, 1918. The first 

solution was made on April 6 by the French. The cipher continued in 

use rather extensively until late in June but from that time until the 

Armistice the volume of messages dllllin1shed ve-ry considerably. Although 

only 10 keys, covering a period of as many days were ever solved, the 

proportion of solved messages in the whole intercepted traffic was 

about 50%· This was true because of the fact that tho keys solved were 

those tor days on which the greatdst number of messages was intercepted • 

Tho same system Yr"ns am.ployed on the southeastern front from July, 1918, 

to the end ot tho vro.r. Keys were in o:f'toct at first for a period of 2 

days and beginning on Soptember 1, for a period of 3 days. In all 17 

keys, covering a total of 44 days, were solved • 

..£,• At the time that the Allied cryptanalytic offices were working 

with c-ryptograms in this system only three methods were kn.own for their 

solution and all throe of them are classifiable under the heading of 

special solutions, because certain conditions lla.d to obtain before they 

could be applied. No general solution had been developed until after 

hostilities had ceased. Because they are interesting and useful sane 

attention will be dovoted to both the general and the special solutions • 

Since tho special solutions are easy to understand and serve as a good 
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' introduction to the general solution. they will be taken up first. 
, -

,38.. Special solution by means of' identical endings. - !.• In Par. 
' r 

24 it was demonstrated how the solution of' keyed columnar transposition - ' 

ciphers can be facilitated and simplified by the comparison of' two crypto-

grams which nre in the same key and the plain-text endings of' which are 

identical. It was noted in that case that a &tw\r of' tho irregularly 

distributed cipher-text identities between the two cryptograms permits 
' ot not only cutting up the text into sections that correspond with the 

long and the short columns ot the transposition rectangle but also of 

establishing the transposition key in a direct manner almost 

mathematical in nature. When this has been accomplished the plain 

texts ot these two messages aro at once disclosed, and all other mes-, 

sages in the same key may be read bj means of' tho key so reconstructod. 

b. The same method of solution is applicable to the similar -
situation, if' it can be found, in tho case ot the ADFGVX system, except 

t:tla.t one more step intervenes between the reconstruction of' the trans-

position rectangle and tho appearance of the plain text in the rectangle: - / 

a monoalphabetic substitution must be solved, since the text in the 

rows ot the rectangle does not consist of' plain-text letters but of' 

pairs of components represonting letters as enciphered by means 
I 

of a bipartite substitution alphabet. Moreover, this latter step is . 
comparatively simple when there is a sutficient amount of text in the 

two rectangles; it not, additional mD.terial. tor use in solving the 

monoalphabet can be obtained trom other cryptograms in the same key, it 
- • l 

they are availeble, since the transposition key, ho.ving already beon 

reconstructed tram. tho two cryptograms with identical endings, will 
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permit of inscribinS all other Cl"l'ptograms in the same key within their 

proper rectangles. 

c. A demonstration of the application of the principles in-

valved inE.Udl a solution will be uaetul • The following cryptograms 

have been intercepted: 

No. 1 

X V A A :X: VD DAG DADVF ADADA FXGFV X F A :X: A 
:X: V A V F AVXAD GFFXF FGAGF DGDGD DGAFD 
AADDD XDAVG GA A DX ADli'VF FDFXF GFGAV 
AFAFX FFXFX FVDGX AFFGX AA AVA VA FAG 
DD FAG VFADV FAVVX GVAAA FD FAX XFAAG 
DX 

No. 2. 

FDFFF FVFAD DVFVD GAFDF·DAGAD li'DFAF 
GAXGD VXGFX VXDXV AAAAD GXFFD VFAAG 
VGVFF FDAFF l!'XDAF XGAFD VFGXV DDFAD 
DAAAX A AF F ..\. I!' V I!' ·X F FAXXd XDGXA VDAVF 
DFAVX VADXF AXF'F.X XAAVX XADXA A AV VG 
A G D :X: X FD FAX FD GDF FXDGX FA GDF FD DVD 
DXDAF AGXXA FGAV 

!• 'The delimitation and marking of identities between these two 

cryptograms is a procedure similar to thCJ.t explained in Par. 24.£.1 

except that a little more study may be necessary in this case because 

occasionally there may be considernble uncertainty as to exactly where 

an identity begins or' ends. The reason for this is not difficult to 

understand. Whereas in Pa.r. 24.2, the process involves "uni'ractionated" 

letters and there about 18 or 20 different letters to deal with, 

so that an "occidentnl identity" is a rather rare occurrence, in the 

preeont problam tho process involves tractions of letters (the com-

ponents of the bipartite cipher equivalents), 3lld there are only 6 

different characters to doal l'li th, so that such "accidental idonti ties" 
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are quite frequent. Now the cryptanalyst is not able ut first to 

distinguish between these accidental identities and actual identities 

and this is what makes the process somewhat difficult. What is meant 

will become perfectly clear presently • 

.!.• Taking the two illustrative cryptograms, the first step is to 

ascertain what identities can be found botweon them, and then mark off 

these identities. For oxample, it is obvious that if the 1ncssages end . 
alike the last several letters in No. 1 should be found somewhere in 

No. 21 and likewise last several letters in No. 2 should be found 

somewhere in No. 1. The number of letters in identical sequences will 

depend upon the length of' the identical text and tha width of' the trans-

position recte.ngle. Searching through No. 2 for a sequence such as 

AGDX, or GDX, or at least DX, the tetragraph AGDX is found as latters 

151-54. The last colmnn of No. 2 ends with FGAV; searching through 

No. l f'or a sequence FGAV, or GAV, or at least AV, the tetragraph 

FGAV is found as letters 87-90. These identities arc underlined or 

marked off in some fashion, and search is made for other identities. 

It would be a groat help if'the width of the transposition rectnngle 

were known, for then it would be possible to cut up the text into 

lengths appro:ximntely corresponding to column lengths, and this would 

then restrict thQ search for identical sequences to tlloso sections 

which correspond to tho bottoms of the columns. Suppose the key to 

contain 20 numbers. Than the roctangl.o for No. 1, containing 152 

!otters, would consist of 12 long columns ot 8 and 8 short ones 

ot 7 letters; that f'or No. 2, ·containing 194 letters, \'10Uld consist of' 

14 long columns of 10 lottors and 6 short ones of 9 letters. If that 
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were correct then in No •. 1 the end of the first column would be either 

XVDD, or XVD. Searching throllgb No. 2 tor either of these a sequence 

XVDD is found as letters 84-7. Column 1 is probably a long column in 

No. 1. The word probably is used because the identity ::nay extend only 

over the letters XVD, and the next D may be an accidental similarity, 

since the chances that D will appear by pure accident are 1 in 6, which 

is not at all improbable. It must also be pointed out that n certain 

number of telegraphic may be expected, and since there are only 

6 different letters the chancea that an F, for oxamplo, will be re-

ceived or recorded BB a D are fairly good. Column 1 of No. 2 ends 

either w1 th VFAD or VFA. Searching through No. 1, a sequence VFAD is 

found as letters 14-17; n sequence VFA is found as letters 34-6; a 

sequenco Vl!"FD is found as letters 79-82; a sequence VFAD is also found 

as letters 126-1,30; a sequence VFA is found as letters 131-3. Here are 

savoral possibilitios; which is the one to choose? Two of these 

possibilities coincide exactly with the fUll being sought, 
I VFAD. One of them is at 14-17, but this is rather unlikely to be the ' . ' -

correct one. For if an of a key of 20 columns is assumed, 

as has here been done, then column 2 must contain either 8 or 7 letters 

and to assume VF_IU) in positions 14-17 would make column 2 n column of 

9 letters, which is inconsistent with that hypothesis. The other 

sequence, at 126-30, remains a candidate, since at this stage it_is 

not possib1e to tell just where the ends of the columns are, and there 

is therefore'nothing to indicate thnt this possibility may be ruled out. 

Another section of the text of one or the other cryptogram is aelected, 

with a view to establishing additional. identities. To go through the 
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1'hole process here would consume too much and time. Moreover, 

it ia not necessary, for- the only in carrying the demonstration 

this far ,is to indicate to ilhe st_udent the general procedure and to _ 

show him some of the ditficulties he will encoUllter in the 1dentif1ca-
• I I - I r • \. • ' . 

tion of qimilar porti,cns when the text is composed of only a very 
- ..... 

limited number of diffefe.nt letters. In thia case, attar more or leas 
... I - I I 

tedious .. tJ';le hypothesis of e. of 20 columns is es-

as correct two sets of 20 identities are uncovered and 

the identities are found to be as shown in Fig. 47. 
' - -

!· A taple ot equiva.len<:ies. is then drawn up: 

No. 1. •••••- l 2 3 4 5 7 8 9,10 1112 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
No. 2 ••••• .'9·6 8 10 13 1117 2 19 15 7 20 14 12 5 18 1 4 3 16 

Since the redt&Dgle tor No. 2 has 2 more letters in the last row than 
. -

the rectangle tor No. 1, two chains or· equivalents e.t 2 intervals are 
' ' constructea.. Thus: 

These chains must now be united into a single chain by proper inter-
' < .. • , .. 

locking. Since cryptogram No. 1 has 12 long columns, 8nd since the 
... ' .. . 

identities of' these 12 coiumns are now known (1, 3, s, 7, 9, 12, . 
14, 19, 20) 1 the interlockjng or the two chains and hence the 

transposition key must- be· this: " . 

A• The two cryptograms may now be tranacrib!!>d into the1:r 

transposition rectangles, as shown in Fig. 48. 
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No. 1. 

5 10 15 20 25 30 
XVAA.X VDHAG DA,DVPJ ADA1DA FxGfrv XFtAXAI 

1 2 3 4 

35 40 45 50 55 6o 
XVAV1F AVxfAD GF.li'_Xrj FGAG,F DGDJGD ,DGAFpt 

5 7 8 

65 70 75 80 85 90 
AAD,DD XD.AIVG GAiADXI ADFVJ' FDIFXF G,!'GAVI 

9 10 11 12 

95 100 105 110 115 120 
AFAF.X FF:xlFX FVtpGX AIFFGX IAAMVA 

13 14 15 

125 lJO 135 140 145 150 g D F A G 1V F A DI V F A V 1V X aj V A A A 1F D F Al X X F A l!,_G 

D Xf 
20 

17 18 19 

No. 2. 

5 10 15 20 25 30 
F D F F F E' ,V F A DI D V F V 1D G A F DI F D A G A D 1F D F Al F 

1 2 .3 

.35 40 45 50 55 6o 
G .ll X G D ,V X Gl F X V X D X V 1A A .Al A D G X F :E' ,f)' V Fl A A G 

4 5 

65 70 75 so a, 90 
V G V l!' 1F F nj A F F F X tD A F X Gj,,.\ F D V F G .X V D Df F A D 

7 8 9 

95 100 105 110 115 120 
DAA1AX AJA FF.A FV!FXFI FAXXA X1DGXAf VDAVF 

10 11 12 

125 130 135 140 145 150 
D 1F A V Xf V A D X F A ,X F F Xf X A A "f X X tf .. D XI A A A V V G 

13 14 15 

155 160 165 170 175 180 
IA GD XfX F D FA x ,F D G DI F F x D G x ,FA G DI F F D D v IE 

16 17 18 

185 190 
D X D Al F A G X X A tF G A vf 

19 20 

FIGURE 47• 
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? S?]l3 1]4 91lJ92> 3l6 8J8 2 4 6D:D.15 7 5Jl]3 ll4 9-1ll]2> 31' 8:S 2 4 6D:D.l5 
AFXVFVAFFFFAAFDFAFAX 

GVFFVXAXAXDADFGVDGDF AXFDDAFAFADAFFVGDAFA 
AAAAAFDFAFAVDADXGGFG GVDAFDDXDGAAFXFAGDFA 
GVGFAVDGAADAGVAFFAVX ·vxFVFXVXDXGVFDVXXDAV 
f FVXXDDFFAAFAVDAFAFA GDAFFFFAvXAVXGDGFAFX 

VXXDFAGXDADGDXGDFAVX 
GVAFDXDAFDXGDGFAFXDA FVFFVXXDDFFAAFAVDAFA 
DXDXDAAVAXGD -

No. l. 

... 

FAGVAFDXDAFDXGDGFAFX 
DADXDXDAAVAXGD 

No. 2. 
FIGURE 48. .. 

7 5 1713 l J4 9 l2 ll 2l 3 l6 8 :B 2 4 6 ll D. 15 7 5 lZ:13 l l4 9 l2 l} 2> 3 l6 8 JS 2 4 6 D ll. 15 
H A V E O_ R D E R E E X P E C T E N E M 

FXDAXFAFVXAVGVAFAVAF AFXVFVAFFFFAAFDFAFAX 

D C 0 M M A N D I N .M Y A T T A C K A T 
GVFFVXAXAXDADFGVDGDF AXFDDAFAFADAFFVGDAFA 

G GENER AL 2 3 DAY LI GB TS T 
GVDAFDDXDGAAFXFAGDFA 

D B R 1 G A D E T O 0 P H 0 L D Y 0 U R. 
GVGFAVDGAADAGVAFFAVX VXFVFXVXDXGVFDVXXDAV 

C 0 U N T E R A T T · S E C T O R W I T H 
FFVXXDDFFAAFAVDAFAFA GDAFFFFAVXAVXGDGFAFX 

A C K W I T H 0 U T O U T F /1 I L S T 0 
DAFFVGXGDGFAFXVXXDFA 

DEL A Y WIT BA P_C 0 UN TERA T 
GVAFDXDAFDXGDGFAFXDA 

L L A B M S T A C K W I T H 0 U 
DX DX DA A V•A X GD FAD AF F VG X GD G FA F XV XX D 

-. 

No. 1. 

. 
I 

T D E L A Y W I T H 
FAGVAFDXDAFDXGDGFAFX 

A L L A R M S 
D A D X' D X D A .A V A X G D 

No. 2. 
-' 
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!!.• A frequency distribution is now :made of all Lhe bipartite 

pairs. so as to solve the enciphering checkerboard. There no neces-

sity for going through this part of the solution, for it falls along 

quite normal lines of monodlphabetic substitution. The checkerboard is 

i'ound. to be as 1'ollows: 2 

A 
D 
F 
G 
v 
x 

A 1D F G 
G E 
A N I 
T y c 3 

SB 2 
K 

u v w 

V'X i. The tv..ro plain-text rectall6los are 
R M 

L shown in Fig. 
p H 
DF l.• upon the disposition of 

0 
x the letters within the enC'iphori:og checker-

board, it soon becomes evident that tho lcoy-phra.so upon which it is based 

is GERMAN M!LIT.Att'l CIPHERS. The digits inser-tod immeuiately after 

tho letters A, B, C, ••• , as they occur in the 1r.ixod soquenco, that 

the completo chockorboard io sho\\lll in Fig. 50: 

A 
D 
F 
G 
v 
x 

FIGURE 50. 

Tho transposi '\..lOJ:l key 1ras evidently derived 

from tho first '20 lottcrs of tht• mixed soqucnce: 

GE:1. MAN IL T YCPHSBDFJ K 0 
7-5-17-13-1-14-9-12-19-20-3-16-S-18-2-4-6-10-11-15 

data (20th) that the transposition 

key v:ill have 20 nUiilbers Jn it. 

39. Special aolution by mcnns of itlonticnl - a. -
Par. 23 was dam.onstratecl the of solution based upo11 1'1nd1llg tv.-o 

cryptogrEll'ls whl ch f\ro in tho su.110 key alld the plair1 tuxts of which begin 

2sinco tho 1st crJptogra."'11 i.s acld..:-os.Jed to til.o CG 23'1 Bl.'i.ga.de .rnd tho 2d 
cryptogram :::ientiC'ns that the coM".rindox- 01' Lhm; been ordered 
to do so and 30, the oolution of the groups GG {= 21 and FG {: 3) is 
mado b-r ini'erenca. This gi vcs tl::.u pb.cOiilcnt of tlu.i. .. 1.:i t\vo digits in the 
ciphGr square. 
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with the same The application of this method to the correspond-

-ing situation in the case of the .Am"GVX system should by this time be 
= 

obvious. The finding of' identical sequences is somewhat easier in this 

case than in the case of identical endings because the identities can 

be :found in parallel progression :from the beginning to the end of the 

two cryptogrmns being compared. Moreover, the discovery of two crypto-

grams with similar begim:tings is easier than that of two with similar 

endiDgs because in the :former .case the very first groups in the two 

cryptograms contain identitios, whereas in the la.tter case the identi-

ties nre hidden and sca.ttered throughout the tarts of the two cryptograna 

On the other h!lnd, the complete solution of a. ca.se of identical endings 

is very much more simple than tha.t involving identic:!l. beginnings be-

cause in the :former ca.so establishment of' the identities carries with 

it almost nutomaticolly the complete reconstruction of the transposition 

key, wherea.s in the latter this is f'nr from true nnd c.dditiono.l crypto-

grams may be essential in order to accor.iplish this sine qua non tor the 

solution. 

1!.• The following represent 8 cryptograms of the same date, assumed 

to have been enciphered by the soma key. The cryptograms_hnve been 

No. h 

VDDFA XFAAX DXGGF FVl!,XF GXDXG DGAGF 
AGDAD VGGDA AADXX DXAFF AADAF DFFDA 

No. 2. 

GXDDA DD GDF VGXAX XXGXG AAAAD FAD DX 
AVDXF XAD 

·-
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No. ) •. 

XDAAA GXDDX VFFVD GAD FD XAAAG DFADG 
AF DAD GVGDV FDFXA GFXAF AFAXD DDDFD 
XAXVA DXFXl!, DGAGF GGADD AGDGX AVGDG 
AD AF A XFAAG VAAGA FDVDV DX FDA XFDFF 
GDXDV DAD AV DAD DD GA DAG A A"''\. F G GDXAX 
FGVXD DGDDF AFAGV AFGXG VD DAX XDVFF • FFDXG VGDFG AVA DA XDAFA AFDGF VFXXX 
AA GAG AFDGX AFAFX XGGAG AAFFA AFDGA 
G A F V x· D G G F G DAAAF D .1'.\. DAD XV VAX FVADD 
GAF FF GXAXD FDDFX A.Az\AA 

No. 4. 
AFGFX AGX! .. G XDDAF AAXAV GDDDD FAFGV 
DGDXA FDXAX GFGDD VADXA XGFAX FDADD 
GD 

No. 5. 
XAAAD DGAAG DDDXF FAVGil. XDGGD FF AVA 
D.AAXA GDXDX XXXDG VFADA DFFFF VVGFD 
XFDGG DAXDG ADFD 

No. 6. 
XDAA.V DXDGF X.VGDD AVGX.d. DXAAD XGGAA 
GDF DA AAG1\.X DVFDF DFFDD FDDFX l!'XXFD 
FDXAX GllXFF GVDVD DDAGD GGDAA 
GGFDD DVFFV VAGVA XAAGG XGXDD DADXF 
A D F J!! G DGFDA AFGAX FF DVD DDAGA FAD AV 
DD DAV G ..\ V A D FGDDF FDGDV DGGX"'\ X11.XD..l 
DXDVF FXVAX GFDAG XFFFF AAXDA FVDXG 
Xl!'DAG A G .A V D VA GAF DGDAV VDDDD DFXGV 
A F F A Ji FFFDV DFFAF DAGDG FA.A AF DX AXA 
VAX DA GADXD VFl.1.FF F G D D il D D D F i\. GD FAX 
DG 

No. 7. 

AGFGV DDDDF DD'.i!,XF DDGDF AXFDD VDVXA 
DDAXX AADDF AGGFF .A X D D G XDF..,\.D DFDGD 
DVAXA XFXDA FXDDG FXGDV GFFGX D A D F .A 
DDAFF VDGXA ADXFX GVADA X G X "''\. G AGDGV 
XDDV 
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No. 8. 

DFGFX DF0 AFF XDXAG ADGGG DDFGA XGVDF 
VVi'DA AAXGD AVDVA DDGVD AFAG 

e:xamined for identical beginnings, _!nd n\Dllbers ) and b apparently begin 
r alike, identical portions beiDg underlined as shown. Now the number 

of' identical in the two cryptograms is 15; this indicates that 1 

the width of' transposition rectangle is 15. Therefore, No. 3 (290 

letters) has 5 long columns of' 20 letters and 10 short columns of 19 

letters: [15 x 20) - 10 : 2CJQ) No. 6 ( .302 letters has 2 loDg columns 

of 21 letters end 13 short columns of 20 letters. [:15 x 21) - 13 : .30ID. 
,J ' 

The identical sections in No. 3 and No. 6 having been marked off' as 

shown in Fig. 51, the nert step ,is to trtµlScribe the texts into their 

correct column length3 as given by the of' identical sections, 

writing them merely in thoir serial order, as shown in Fig. 52. In this 

transcription no serious difficulty is usually encountered in the divi-

sion into correct column lengths, this process being guided by the 

identical sequences, the number of letters between tho identical 

sequences, and the maximum and minimlDl'l lengths of the columns as cal-

culatod from the dimensions of the rocta.Dgl.o. Whonever dif'f'iculties are 

encountered in this process, they are brought about by accidental iden-

titios ot letters before and a:ttor the true or actual identical sequences. 

In the present case no such dif'f'iculties ariso except in going from 

column 12 to column 13. Tho identico.l aections tor column 13 here con-

sist of' the sequence A F F A A F; if these sections a.re placed at the 

head of' column 13, it lenvGs column 12 one letter short at the bottom 
I 
in each diagrmn. This moans that the initial A's in these identical 
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No. 3. 

XDAAA GXDDX VFFVD•GADFp XAAAG DFADG 
1 2 

AFDAD G V G1D V FDFXA GFXAl!, AFAXD DDD.!..J! 
3 4 

XAX,VA DXFXF DGAGF G G A,D D AG D G1X AVGDG 
• 5 

ADA FA X F A,A G V A,A GA FDVDV DXFDA X F ,D F F 
6 7 

G n,x n v DA DAV DAD DD GA;QA'G AAAFG GDXAX 
8 

FGVXD D1G DD F AFAGV AE'GXG VD DAX .! D VF F1 
9 10 

FFDXG ·v GDF. G .1:-'\. VA D1A X DA Fa A AFDGF VFXXX 
11 

A A G1.A. G AF D AFAFX XGGAG Ar!_FFA AF, D GA 
12 13 

GAFVX DGGFG D1A A AF D1 .a. DAD XVVA:X FV.ADD 
14 

G,A FF F G,X AX D F"DDFX AAAAA 
15 

No. 6. 

;t:DAA,V DXDGF XVGDD AVGXA ,DXAAD XGGA.t\ 
l 2 

GDF DA AAGAX: 1D VF D F FDDFX FXXFD 
3 

,F DX .AX, GAXFF VDVAF GVDVD 1DDAGD G,G DA A 
4 5 

GGFDD DVFFV V,A G V A1 X .i::\ AG G XGXDD DADXF 
6 

A,D FF G D,G FD A AFGAX FF DVD D1DAGA FAD AV 
7 8 

DD DAV GAV AD F 1G DD F FDGDV DGGX .. \ XAXDA 
9 

D,X D VF F,X VAX GFDAG XFFFF At! X DA F1 VD X G 
10 11 

XFD.a.G AGAVD V1AGAF D G,D AV VDDDD DFXGV 
12 

1-A F F A A F,F FD V DFFAF DAGDG G1A A AF D,X AX A 
13 14 

V.1.\XDA G/ ... DXD VF ,A Ji' F F G,D D ..\ DDDFA GDFAX 
15 

DG 

FIGURE 51. 
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No. 3 Ng!.. 6 

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9Dlll2l3ll..l5 12 34 5 6 7S9Dlll2:til415 
:X D D F D A D D G x AA F'A A. XD DF D A D'D1G'X A.AF A A 
DX v D D G F A D D XG FA B' - D x v D DG F A DD x G FA F 
.A A F x A v F· G D v DA AA F , AA F x AV F G DV D A A A F 

A D A G" A G A ! F AF AF r - AA D A GA G A FF A FA F F 
J! A .I!' A JJ IA Q A jl J!' J! JJ I.I! .u li v D I.I!" x D A i.Jl 1.I!' J!" ir .I!" ,JJ l!' !J li 
U G x v li x A J!" !' ,_a 2 .LI "A A. .LI A .u G G A G !A lJ A v IG l!" JI_ u 
..l! lJ A A .I. IA lJ I.If A .I!" IA .A. \j .u a. .1 li 11'' A G A .I!' lJ \j v lJ JJ !' A D 
I F G D .. t F v G G D FA I.A ,£\ x DG F x DG D A DA x A DX J\ 
I A F x v D D G v x DF GDD G A D F AG .A v vx G v VA D 
J D x F G v A D A G GA I.A XF FA D F A :X. &i. D DG x v DV D 
1i G A x D D D x FV FF FVD XG l!' v GG F D GF F D FA D 
:E A F F G v A .ri. GG vx vv D VD D D GX G D 0 .D D D FX F 
:E F A DA DV x x D FX ::x .. \ F GF D v FD A A XA A DA D A 
1i D F GD x D F GF ]I GD x x DD F J\. DD x v AG G D FA G 
I A A A J\ F A G v G :x G 0 F A D .. \ x F DD F G IJ! x A·D DG D 
c; D x GF D D v D A :x A ( v A - .A A F G D /'. F A 1l F G1F J\ A F 
J G D F A A D x D v .A G ll A A VA x v VI D v JI F A!X GD A 
l v D GX x D D A A A A ( D A G GX D I J v A DF VIG DX x 
l G D GF F G D x D G I D A ..... ]I A F v l!" F D D A·F DV G D D 

D A A A G Ii :x D D 1i ,, D F DA VA G v G 
1i ]' 

FIGURE 52. 

sequences represent an accidental identityi these A's belong at the 

bottom of'_ column 12 in each diagran1, and the true identical sequences 

are F F A A F, and not A F F A A F. In some cases there may be 1D.all7 

more instances of' such accidental identities before and after the true 

identical sequences. Another thing to be noted is that the identicB;l 

beginnings in this case run along for at least 4 complotc rows and part 
I 

of the 5th row in the roctangle. the identical 
' 

sequences should consist of' not less than 4, ar.d not more than 5 le,ttcrs; 

any letters in excess of 5 in any identical are accidental 

identities. Thero are several such accidental identities in the case 

under study, viz, in columns 5 and 12; 

.£• Now comes the attompt to place the in proper sequence 

in tho respective transposition rectanglos. Sinco No. 6 has only 2 long 

columns, viz, 5 a:cd 12, it ia obvious that thooo two columns belong at 
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the extreme left of' the rectangle. Their order may be 5-12 or 12-5; 

there is no way of' telling which is correct just yet. Since 3 has 

5 long columns, viz, 31 4,51 7,12, and since f'rom No. 6 it has been as-

certained that S and 12 go to the extreme lef't, it is obvious that 

columns 31 4, and 7 occupy the 3d1 4th, and 5th positions in the 

rectangles. Their order may be aDy" permutation of the three numbers 

31 4, and 7; their exact order must be ascertained by f'urther study. 

d. In this study to fix the exact order of the columns and thus to -
tbe transposition key, advantage can be taken ot the diverse 

lengths of other cr-,fPtogra'lls that may be available in the same key. In 

this case there are 6 additional cryptograms, Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 

8, suitable tor the purpose. The tollovri.ng calculations are made: 

Cl'Jptogram Total No. Lengths of' No. of columns 
No. of letters columns LoIW Short 

1 60 4 All same length 
2 38 3 and 2 8 7 
4 62 5 and 4 2 13 
5 74 5 and 4 14 1 
7 124 9 and 8 4 11 
8 54 4 and .3 9 6 

Now No. 7 has 4 long columns, and these must consist ot four columns 

from among the five already ascertainad as falling at the extreme left, 

viz, 3, 4, 51 7, and 14. Columns 5 and 14 have furthemore been placed 

in positions 1 1 2, leaving columns 3, 4, and 7 for positions 3, 41 and 

5. Which of these three possibilities is to be omitted as a long column 

in No. 7l A means of answering this question involves certain considera-

tions of' general impo1·ta.nce in the cryptanalysis of this typo of system • 

.!• Conaider a transposition rectangle in which the number of' 
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columns is even, and consider specifically the 1st pair of columns in 

such a rectangle. The combinations of bipartite components termed by 
I ' 

the juxtaposition of these 2 columns correspond to plain-text letters, 

and therefore the distribution of the bipartite digraphs in these 

columns 1will be monoalphabetic in character. The same lS true with 
'• 

respect to the bipartite components in the 3d and 4th columns, the 5th 

and 6th columns, and so on. Hence, it a long cryptogram. ... or this nature 

i'S at hand 1 an_?. if the two columns which belong at the extreme left 

can bewascertained, then a distribution ot the bipartite digraphs formed 
.' 

by juxtaposing these columns should not only bo monoalphabetic, but 

also this distribution, if it is at all normal, 'Will afford a basis tor 

matching other columns which will produce similar distributions, tor the 

text as a whole ls monoalphabetic. In this way, by proper matching of 
. ' 

columns, those which really go togt!ther to tom the pairs containing the 
J 

bipartite equivalents of .the plain-text letters can be ascertained. 

From that point on, the solution of the problem is practieally the s811le 

as that of solving a columnar transposition cipher with non-fractionated 

letters. 

!• But now consider a plain-text rectangle in the".ADFGVX system, 

in which the number of columns is odd1 and consider specifically the 

1st pair ot columns in the rectangle. N0w only the alternate combina-

tions ot bipartite cQlllponents in these columns fo?D the units ot plain-

text lettera. The same is true of the biparti t_e components of the 3d 

and 4th, tho 5th and 6th columns, a.nd so on. In all other respects, 

however, the remarks contained in subpnragraph !. apply equally to this 

case where the width of the rectangle is odd. 
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